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Vets may get

Bunzel may abolish
80-20 hiring policy

retroactive pay

" by Christmas
WASHING TON ( AP)The Veterans
Administration is gearing up to
distribute some $300 million in
retroactive GI education benefits and
says it hopes to deliver most of the 1.2
million checks by Christmas.
The new GI education bill, which
Congress enacted into law Tuesday
over President Ford’s veto, is
retroactive to September, Veterans
Administrator Richard L. Roude bush
noted in announcing that checks would
be mailed starting Dec. 15.
The new law provides a 22.7 per cent
increase in most benefits for veter ans,
wives, widows or children taking part
in the VA educational program and an
182 per cent boost for former servicemen enrolled in vocational
rehabilitation, apprenticeship and job
training.
PC
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Pugnacious penguin
It didn’t take long for students, led by an unidentified
penguin, to find something to do with a pile of imported snow.
Snowballs flew all morning around the site of the Winter
( ’arnival prom otion.

Bunzel sends Alquist proposal
to cut fees for elderly students
A proposal to waive part of the
registration fees for California
residents over 60 wishing to attend
SJSU, has been sent to State Sen. Alfred
E. Alquist.
The proposal, suggested by Alquist
and prepared by SJSU president John
H. Bunzel, is a pilot program designed
to cut $68 of the fees on 15 units.
This proposal, according to Jim
Noah, director of university relations
would only effect the state-imposed
material and service fees.
Bunzel, in an interview and in a letter
to Alquist, explained his reason for
making this proposal as being that "for
many of these retired Californians, a
college education was a dream they
have been unable to fulfill for themselves.
"Our senior citizens are deserving of
the type of attention our university can
give them," Bunzel said.
He said senior citizens have supported the educational system through
their taxes, and now, because of their
fixed incomes, cannot afford to attend a

university.
-There is also a matter of belated
equality," Bunzel said. "People who
are in their 60s in 1974 were in the
traditional college age during...the
great depression." About 88 per cent of
those of college age in 1930, Bunzel said,
were not going to school.
Turning to the proposal itself, Bunzel
said it "has met with nothing but enthusiasm and approval" and it benefits
both the senior citizens and the
university.
’’The presence of the retired person
in the classroom contributes to the
education of the younger students," he
said, "and the senior citizens themselves are seemingly revitalized by the
educational experience."
Discussing the number of people who
might take advantage of such a
program, Bunzel said, "1 would think
the number would be small, rather than
large." But he added he hoped many
would take advantage of such a
program.
This proposal was not, he said, an

attempt to counteract the slumping
enrollment. He said he had been
discussing it with Alquist as long as a
year ago, before the enrollment decline
began.
As to the future of the proposal,
Bonzel said he has been in touch with a
large number of legislators who, he
said, claimed they would support the
proposal. He said he is hoping for an
early passage of the proposal.
Barbara H urst, an aid to Alquist, said
the proposal could become effective in
1976 if passed by the current session of
the legislature.
Phyllis Sutphen. program adviser of
the SJSU re-entry program, said there
are now 50students on campus who are
over 60. She said they have no specific
problems fitting into campus life, but
said. "generally they just take a class
or two a semester)." Only 14 of the
stuients over 60 are taking a full load of
classes, she said.
Joan Bowers of Older People United
for Service said "1 think it’s a good
idea."

By Sally Gilson
The 80-20 hiring policy set up last
spring may be abolished if SJSU
President John Bunzel signs the hiring
policy proposed by the Academic
Senate last month.
In addition, each derpartment and
each school dean will have a strong
hand in deciding departmental needs
for regular versus temporary faculty.
Bunzel is now having a staff member
review the pro posed polic; and will not
comment on it until it is returned to
him, according to Jim Noah, university
relations director.
Several cam pus sources said they
feel Bonzel will sign the proposed
policy.
The interim or temporary policy)
which is still in effect until Bun zel
accepts, rejects or recommends
changes in the proposed policy, states
that 80 per cent of the faculty is to be
tenured or in line for tenure while 20 per
cent is to remain temporary.
The proposed policy wipes out the 8020 ratio, lea ving the decision of how
many regular and how many temporary faculty members a department
needs up to that department and its
school dean.
"The main responsibilities for
making decisions on appointments
would be with the school dean under the
proposed policy," said Dr. David
Elliott, chairman of the Speech Communication Department and a
member of the Academic Senate.
Elliott said there are eight schools on
campus, each having a dean. If the
policy passes, he said, each of these
deans will hold responsibilities for
hiring that have been held primarily by
the academic vice president.
"The academic vice president sim ply
doesn’t have the information he needs
to meet these responsibilities." Elliott
said.
Dr. Arnold Shine, a professor of
chemistry and also a member of the
Academic Senate, said each school’s
dean "is closer to the dassroom and
closer to department faculty, so better
qualified to decide departmental
needs."
However, Shine said the academic

vice president still has to be somewhat
involved in hiring since he is held
responsible for any over or understaffing.
Dr. Hobert Burns. academic vice
president, said that the deans of each
school will have to check with him if a
department requests either a large
proportion of temporary or regular
faculty.
This, he said, is because of falling
enrollment. To protect regular
(tenured or probationary) faculty,
there has to be temporary faculty
guarding them in case lay-offs are
necessary, he said.
While the proposed policy will give
more flexibility to each department,

Pat Brown, c hairman of the Academic
Senate, also said temporary positions
still must be filled.
Although the 80-20 ratio is gone, he
said. SJSU is facing steady state
enrollment, so must cortinue to have
temporary help that can be released if
necessary.
When asked if he thought Bunzel
would sign the proposed policy, Burns
said he advised Bunzel to do so and
added, "He will sign it, it’s just a
matter of getting around to it."
Shine said he also feels Bunzel will
either sign the policy or send it back
with recommendations before signing
it.

Closed Ninth Street
new parking puzzle
By Ca rolynne Burn
Portable barriers blocking off Ninth Street traffic from San Carlos to San
Salvador streets have stopped students who still park along the street.
All the university police force has been able to do about it so far is to issue
warning citations telling students that the street has been closed and they are no
longer allowed to park there.
"We are issuing warning citations and recording license numbers," said Earnest Quinton chief of security.
Quinton suggested students may not realize the street has been closed and may
be moving the barriers.
"We don’t have the manpower to stand guard all the time," Quirton said.
Byron Boll inger, supervisor of buildings and grounds, said he had talked to officials at city hall and the city still wanted the portable barriers to remain.
"I’m sure we could issue 50 parking citations right now," he said.
Auxiliary Enterprises which would make the decision to replace the portable
barriers had no one available at their office for comment. Auxiliary Enterprises
provides parking for dorm residents.
Residents of dorms along Ninth Street expressed concern over parking and how
they will be able to move in and out.
"I hope they let us double park when it comes time to move in and out," said Ron
Deller, civil engineering senior and resident of Markham Hall.
Deller said he was currently having trouble finding a place for his own car.
"Right now, it’s parked on Eleventh Street," he said.
One West Hall resident was concerned about where he will park his motorcycle.
-Before the street was closed. we the motorcycle owners in West Hall) had an
agreement with the San Jose police to let us take two parking spaces and park our
motorcycles there," said Chris Young, a law enforcement junior.
"Now we can’t park here," he said.
Continued on back page.

Unattended city fallout shelters waste away
Once upon a time, people worried
about The Bomb.
They worried a lot.
They dug up their backyards, lining
the holes with concrete and filling them
with food and water. They thought grim
thoughts about the future.
Cities worried, too.
San Jose, in 1961, explored the
possibility of tunneling under Santa
Clara Street ( between First and Fourth
streets) for a community fallout
shelter. The idea died because of lack of
funds.
Today, 11 designated fallout shelter
areas on the SJSU campus bear mute

the shelter areas, said Byron Bollinger, on the part of administrators that a
superintend ent of buildings and civilian defense committee was
abandoned five years ago," Bollinger
grounds.
There are no placards telling noted.
"There’s just no organization on
students or faculty the meaning of any
of the possible siren warning signals campus now," he continued. "It’s ha rd
which might precede an emergency to get people interested when there isn’t
an actual danger."
situation.
There is no table of organization for
"Most students don’t even know what
the fire alarms sound like, despite state the shelters, and no formal policy on the
regulations requiring fire drills," says issuing of food and water, Bollinger
said.
Bollinger.
An emergency call-up list, which is
How would a nyone know what to do in
case there ever was a nuclear attack, supposed to identify at least three key
people who could be counted on to open
Bollinger wonders.
It’s an interesting and ironic up and staff a shelter in time of need
has not been updated since 1968, according to Bollinger.

"The program would have
to be tremendously
updated to be effective"
testimoney to yesterday’s fears.
In a world of overkill, robot-bombs,
multi-megatons and M1RVS ( Multiwarhead missies), they seem a
throwback to a long gone era of
paranoia.
But are they?
In the Old Science Building and
MacQuarrie Hall, there is enough food
and water stockpiled to sustain 8,500
people for 14 days, according to Charles
Rehling, assist ant civil defense director
for the city.
No signs
Yet if there ever was a nuclear attack, most students wouldn’t know
where to go. No signs point the way to

question.
The Office of Emergency Services
the official designation for civil
defensehas a yearly budget of $80,000,
Rehling said, which covers overhead
and maintenance of existing programs.
That figure, which includes salaries
for Rehling and his two assistants,
helps maintain almost 100 such shelters
throughout San Jose.
Wasting away
And yet efforts to keep the civil
defense program up-to-date are slowly
wasting away because of "lack of interest" and soon-to-be "supply shortages."
"It was because of a lack of interest

"The program would have to be
tremendously updated to be effective,"
Bollinger said, "It’s all obsolete."
But there’s an even more pressing
problem facing the bomb shelter
question and that’s the food supply kept
in the shelters.
Food and watercanned goods,
crackers and water sealed in tinare
inspected on a yearly basis by the Army
Veterinary Corps.
Not replacing
But according to Rehling, when, the
food reaches the end of its shelf life in
the next couple of years, it will not be
replaced.
"There’s just no more available," he
admitted, "although I think they should
strengthen the ( food) program a lot."
’We might have an emergency attack sonic time," Belling continued,
"and then what would we do without
than )the supplies? By maintaining
them, at least students would be safe."
Civil Defense authorities estimate
that more than 110,000 people could be
cortained in the shelters on campus
( figures are calculated by dividing the
total amount of floor space available in
a shelter by the amount of room
necessary for one person to lie down).
Shelters inadequate
However, only four of the 11 shelters
have water, only two have food and
medical supplies.

Instructions on what to do in case of
radio activity danger, detection
equipment and operating guidelines are
non-existant.
The original purpose of the shelters,
according to it ehling, was to serve as
protection against radioactive fallout,
not against atomic blasts or fires.
Therefore, what the civil defense
office was looking for when
it
designated fallout shelters on campus
was buildings with few windows and
thick walls the purpose of a shelter is
to protect against fallout, not falldow n
the Bomb would knock down anything
that happened to be near it’s explosion
point, no matter how strong the

building wash
What civil defense finally decided on
was a lot of hallways and a few
classrooms in the Art, Health.
Education, Engineering and Science
buildings, and in the fourth street
parking garage, MacQuarrie Hall, Joe
West Hall, and Duncan Hall.
Mass protect
"The thing that protects you against
radiation is mass, "like concrete or
brick." Reh ling explained. "Gamma
radiation ( from nuclear explosions)
comes on real strong but decays
quickly."
"The worst would be over in the first
two weeks," he said.

It was on these premises that the fallout shelters on campus have been
maintained over the past decade.
Stocked with food, water. and
medical supplies iblankets, stretchers), the fa llout shelters would be
utilized on a first ccrne-first serve
basis, according to Carol Sisemo re,
secretary for the Civil Defense
Department in San Jose.
"If there’s time to be selective in an
emergency," she added, "space is
given first to mothers with young
children, youths and others that would
be ’useful’ to society, such as nurses
and teachers."

Civil Defense shelters show neglect
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Editorial
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Reduced fee plan for elderly merits passage
In a move that has humanitarian
overtones and, in the light of
declining full time enrollment
( FTE ),
practical
benefits,
President John H. Bunzel and State
Sen. Alfred Alquist have joined
forces on a proposal to give senior
citizen students a break on tuition
fees.
A bill to be introduced in the
legislature by Alquist would waive
the Materials and Service Fee for
students 60 and over.
The fee accounts for up to twothirds of the total ($68 of $92 for
students carrying 12 units or snore
but does not include student union
or A.S. fees.
Like most students, we have
instinctive negative reactions to

Colnigiiiiiily coningefirtz-

giving anyone what looks like a
"free ride" while we continue to
pay the bill. But on closer look, it is
hard to argue with the proposal.
Helping hand
In short, it’s simply not a free
ride to extend a helping hand to
those on a fixed income who, for 40
years, have paid taxes to build and
maintain the state’s system of
higher education.
Many of them will be following
their own children, and in some
cases grandchildren if they choose
to return to the classroom.
While it is unlikely that there will
be any great rush by senior citizens
to take advantage of the proposal,
the relatively small financial
assistance provided can have large

dividends for all concerned.
For the retirees, it would
enhance the attractiveness of one
potential outlet for their time: a
college education.
The college experience would
offer both an intellectual challenge
and a chance to be active among a
wide range of peopletwo factors
too often missing in what for many
senior citizens is a dreary,
depressing retirement.
For
the
university,
the
recruitment of older students
would not only fill up a few empty
seats but also add to the diversity
of experience and perspective in
the student body.
Action by university
It is to be hoped that if the
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Shortage...or do we need it?
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I laughed during "The Exorcist," so maybe you
shouldn’t pay too much attention to this, but I’ve been
getting my chuckles lately by watching Howard and
Harry on the ABC Evening News.
Two weeks ago, for example, one film clip brought
me to hysterics.
It showed a bunch of shoppers with grocery carts
full of sugar, priced at about $2.50 per five-pound pag,
apparently because they were afraid it would go to $3
by the time they got to the check-out stand.
I can’t IMAGINE anything more hilarious, and not
just because I’m a sadist.
What I find funny in this whole sugar hassle, and in
many other current price rises, is that Americans are
so upset about higher prices on certain items that we
could do very easily with less of.
Every person I’ve either talked to or read comment
on the matter says table sugar is one of least essential
foods we eat.
It is, as far as we can gather, something we should
probably not eat at all, at least in the form most people
use it.
I stopped eating what we normally sell sweets two
years ago and I’ve never felt better in my lifeand
I’ve also lost about 10 pounds during that time.
Before you get the idea that I’m picking on the sugar
industry, let me point out that on the next Howard and
Harry show it was reported that the Mideast oilproducing nations were considering another rise in the
price of crude oil.

the
proposal is enactedif
legislature does the job early in the
upcoming term the new program
could become effective in 1976the
university will act to ease the way
for the older students who may, for
a variety of reasons, be unable to
take a full-time load.
It would be tragic if students
courted by the university on one
hand were to be disqualified by the
university on the other for running
afoul of progress points, degree
other
schedules and
time
bureaucratic red tape.
The proposal has merit both
educationally and emotionally, and
we hope it receives prompt attention.
Related news article on page 1.
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More panic, this time the more overtly calm type
that politicians produce, but panic none the less.
Speaking in that strange dialect known as
Politickish I took a two month cram course this fall
and still can’t figure out the first word) one senator
warned of "grave consequences" if the price of crude
oil went up to $17 a barrel ( it’s about $13 flow.)
With that, my laughter became uncontrollable. It
should be nauseatingly obvious to us by now that if the
Arab nations wanted to help the United States, the best
thing they could do would be to raise the price of oil to
maybe $60 a barrel immediately.
That would accomplish at economic gunpoint, two
things that the last year’s events have made clear
Americans aren’t going to do on their own:
It would force us to conserve.
It would force us to start developing alternatives
to both gasoline and the automobile.
I can’t see anything wrong with either of those.
Sugar and gasoline are just two of countless items
inflation and shortages will cause us to but back on or
eliminate our use of.
The next few years may well see the disappearance
or lessening of our use of cigarettes, aspirin, jewelry,
the box around the Big Mac or for that matter, the
Big Mac,) alcohol, pinball machines, Christmas
lights, and ear-splitting stereo sets.
That’s my list. You probably have your own to add
to it.
Then maybe we can all laugh a little more often.
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Letters to the Editor
’Council succumbs
to student pressure’
Editor:
prohibits
Rights
expessly
I just finished reading the Dec. 6 Congress from making any law
Spartan Daily article headed "A.S. abridging freedom of the press.
Council demands apology from
Taken one step further the 14th
Daily for ’racist cartoon. Un- amendment states NO governbelievable" ’ ’ ’
mental body can have anything to
Some say ignorance is blissI say about opinions legally exsay it’s folly. Apparently, A.S. pressed under the "fair comment"
council members have succumbed rule, with the exception of the
to pressure from a few ignorant courts in determining libel cases.
students who have no idea what the How can you libel a nation???
term "freedom of the press" really
No one is named except Arafat,
means.
It
doesn’t
mean who as a person who chose to say
irresponsible printing of "racist" what he did in public then became
cartoons, but it damn sure does a public figure, and as such, fair
include fair comment and criticism game.
on the one page reserved for just
I spent almost a year in Vietnam
that purposethe editorial page. fighting for what I vaguely defined,
Let’s get some facts straight. at the time, as the principle on
The cartoonist in this instance, which this country was founded.
Paul Conrad, is a syndicated artist Those principles have grossly
and political commentator. If a bastardized and I, along with a lot
newspaper chooses to run his stuff, of others, became disillusioned.
it pays the fee and does so.
But now I can more clearly
I stress the word chooses, for the define those pi inciples and I would
paper has every right to run it or and will fight for them again if
not as it sees fit on the editorial necessary.
page, and it is meant as a personal
Iliad Khalil, if You and your
comment by the author, not countrymen don’t like the way we
necessarily an opinion expressed run our press...get the hell out!
by the newspaper who runs the
And Kathy Rebell, you have
cartoon.
shown remarkable patience in
Anyone on campus can do the dealing with this situation and
same thing I’m doing right now
you’re to be commended. Don’t
express his or her opinion and have budge an inch in your position, and
it printed on the editorial page.
for heaven’s sake, don’t apologize
Now to the issue of A S. Council’s for doing your job.
vote. Just who the hell do you think
you are? Or better still, where do
Terrell E. Thompson
you think you are? The Bill of
Journalism senior

Alumnus blasts Reaction to cenh,toNitip in Texo,
1) (IS ’rip-off;
Bunzel defends press
urges BART
Editor:
As we recently received our
greatly increased Santa Clara
County tax bills, Dial-a-Ride, the
greatest rip-off in this area’s
history commenced, too.
What is it going to take to have
our news media do an in-depth
story re: the costs, present and
future ( at least 25 years,) into what
county transit is costing for the
relatively few of the many
who will use same.
And, as we understand it, there is
little being done, even in future
planning, to bring BART into San
Jose and Santa Clara County.
Someone better wake up before
the taxpayers come fully awake
and vote a big no on just about
everything and vote out all incumbents.
The county and its cities can
infuse the recently awarded
federal millions tour dollars, too)
into this County Transit System to
make itfinanciallylook a bit
better for a time and we can still
end up with an inferior system
compared to BART.
Where are the very vocal environmentalists, conservationists,
progressives, etc. who express a
desire to cut pollution, get the autos
off the highways and give the Bay
Area, including Santa Clara
County, probably the finest rapid
transit system in the world?
Henry Plymire
SJSU Class of 1950

Editor’s note: President John H.
Bunzel sent this letter to Dr. B. H.
Amsted,
president
of
the
University of Texas-Permian
Basin on Nov. 18 in response to
recent events at that school.
"I have just learned of the recent
action taken by you regarding both
the weekly newspaper on your
campus, The Windmill, and its
student editor. If my understanding of the issue involved is
correct, then I must respectfully
register a vigorous objection and
protest.
’che facts appear to be as
follow 1) that when a student
weditfr a letter to the newspaper

ciriticizing the University of Texas
Board of Regents, the editor
printed it, 2) that you then fired the
editor, Joel Asbery, and 3) that you
also ordered all 1,300 copies of the
newspaper containing the critical
letter destroyed in a shredding
machine.
The editor has subsequently said
that he printed the letter ’because I
felt it was genuinely written by a
student with something he had to
say. It was my obligation to print
the letter.’
He is right. Further, he deserves
the support of everyone who
believes that a state university
may not and should not regulate or

’Cleanest defecation imaginable’
placed liberally on Forum page
Editor:
In the Dec. 5 issue of the Daily,
you printed an
unsigned!)
editorial condemning the lack of
services for night students at San
Jose State. The very next day, you
printed an "Editor’s Note" announcing, among other things that
"letters to the Editor" were accepted only from 12:30 to 4 p.m.
These pieces neatly prove the
contention made almost daily in
the "Letters" columnsnamely,
that the conduit between editorial

ideas and the Forum’s columns is
an intellectual sewer so leaky that
only the most solid and purest
forms of shit are deposited on the
printed page.
Susan Xaviel
Education graduate student
Editor’s note: The letters to the
editor policy was announced at the
beginning of the semester and has
repeatedly been made clear at
various times throughout the
semester. These are not new rules.

on campus
censor the content of speech in
academic community, including
what is printed in the campus
newspaper.
The United States Supreme
Court has held, as recently as 1973,
that the circulation of ideas, no
matter how indecent they are, may
not be stopped. It was a good
decision grounded in a sound
principle. It is what the First
Amendment is all about.
Those who really believe in
academic freedom in something
more than the abstract fully understand that it is not the busines of
the university or of any selfappointed censors to inquire into or
restrict what is said on campus.
Free speech means that people
have the right to speak on any
subject they choose. Whether we
find their ideas personally attractive or distasteful is beside the
point.
Nor does it matter that a campus
newspaper is not invariably an
impartial disseminator of objective truth. The important point
is that an academic community
should not place restrictions on
ideas and opinions that deserve a
full and intelligent hearing in the
search for knowledge and enrichment.
I very much hope that it will be
possible for the University to
reconsider its unfortunate action."
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By Robin Budrow
The Economics Students
ESA), is a
Association
-fly in the ointment of
administrator s," says ESA
members.
They have supported two
protest marches on Tower
Hall this year, have passed
supporting
leaflets
economics
"radical"
theories and sponsor
speeches by economists
who they say don’t tow the
university line.
All of their activities,
ESA member Drew Adams
said in an interview last

Economics students
to continue protests

SIP

Conference
encourages
Black unity
Black people should mite
and work to eliminate
sterotype
imagesespecially of the Black female,
emphasized Dr. Carlene
Young, head of the AfroAmerican Studies Department and Nettye Goddard,
instructor of the Black
Women’s class at SJSU.
Young and Goddard spoke
at Saturday’s all-day Black
Woman’s Conference in the
Joint Effort Coffeehouse.
The conference was sponsored by the 20 students in
Goddard’s class.
-Blacks could be informed"
"Here at SJSU there’s a
.diverse Black population.
;Not all Black people are
.going to subscribe to one
ideology," said Young.
; BM Young said Blacks on
:campus could be informed
’about the sup pressive state
that society has lumped
’Black men and women into,
bulletins and
,through
;classes.
Goddard agreed, adding,
HI think we need classes in
’Black mental health at
public schools and inof
higher
stitutions

Dr. Carlene Young

Nettye Goddard

education."
Goddard’s proposed class
would teach B lacks "how to
live and grow together and
how to love each other"
because "we need to change
the way we feel about each
other."
need
some
"We
theoreticians and thinkers.
Not just rappers," Young
said, adding that she
believes Blacks are heleng
to destroy each other by
attempting to copy the rest
of society.
"The society functions

around success and profit,"
she said. "People work so
hard and
neglect interpersonal r elationships.
"We’re in the stage where,
if we don’t wa tch it, we’ll be
the same way ," she warned.
Blacks aren’t treated like
the rest of society, Young
said.
"The Black man never had
equal access to job opportunities," she said. "(ver
50 per cent of the Black
females em ployed have
service positions like maid
jots.

Workshops teach touching

Their
technique
for
teaching is not structured,"
Lorne said.
"We call it massage
awareness because that’s
the only thing we could call
it," Lorne said, but actually
it’s people learning for
themselves how to get in

-ouchnon-se x uallywith a
member of the opposite sex.
"It’s a caring experience,"
Rita said. ’You know, we’ve
had cases where people cry
because they really feel
someone cares for them,"
she said.
The
Bays’
massage
awareness programs are
conducted in the nude, be no
one is forced to take off his
clothes if he doesn’t want to.
"Interaction is open,
unselfish and conscious in a
teaching is not structured,
I orne said.
In their workshops, the
Bays, who are also associate
staff members of the Henan
Sesiality Program at the
University of California
Medical School in San

Francisco, attempt to get
couples to interact so each
person will ask and receive
what he or she wants.
Asking for want you want
sexual
can
improve
relationships, the Bays
agreed. Often non-orgasnic
women need only to tell men
what they want, but society
makes people afraid to ask,
Rita said.
’Sometimes you don’t
want more than to be held,"
Rita said. "But because of
lack of corrun unication, it’s
net okay to hold without
reward. One member of the
couple often thinks because
the other person touched him
or her, the person wants to
have sex, but this is not
always so," she said.

By Yvonne H ammerstein
Premature ejaculation
and impotence in men and
lack of orgasm in women are
the three most common
enproblems
sexual
countered by persons two,
according to San Jose people
who have con ducted sexual
therapy.
Dr. Stanley Milstone, a
local psychiatrist, used
Masters and Johnson’s world
controlled
famous
laboratory experiments on
human sexua I response as a
framework for his sex
therapy sessions at the
County Mental Health Clinic
two years ago.
Linda Janowitz, a counselor -educator, studied
under the human sexuality
program at the University of
California Medical School,
San Francisco.
Wien Milstone dealt with
men who suffered from
premature ejaculation, he
tried to find the source of the
problem.
-Sometimes the source is
the parents," he said.
"Othertimes the source is
movies, ’IV or culture where
the man is alw ays portrayed
as agressive and the woman
is always portrayed as
submissive," he said.
Janowitz agrees with
Nlilstone on the sources of
premature ejaculation but
she doesn’t try to find the
source in her therapy.
"Usually I tell the man to
think about something else;
like taking out the garbage,"
she said. "But once a man
has an orgasm, his sex act is
complete. Now if he was by
himself, it wouldn’t matter,
but when he’s with a woman,
that’s when the problem
arises," she said.
Janowitz treats impotence
the same way she treats
premature ejaculationshe
tells the man to think about
something else.
"Too many persons tell
men tc concentrate on
getting an erection," she
said. "So he looks and waits.
When he doesn’t look and
waitlo and behold, he gets

Campus briefs
Two films,’ Malcolm X:
Struggle for Freedom" and
"A Time for Burning," will
be shown tonight from 7-9 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Sponsors are the A.S.
Program Boa rd and New
College. Admission is free.

Spill-Ism Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since ’134
SeCOMI class postage poid at San
Jose, California
Member of
California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associated
Press Published daily by San Jose
State University. except Saturday.
Sunday and Monday, during the
college year. The opinions expressed
herein are not necessarily those of
the Associated Students, the College
Administration or the Department
of Journalism and Advertising
Subscriptions accepted only On a
remainder of semester basis Full
academic year. SS each Semester,
$130. Off campus price per copy, 10
cents Phone 277 3101 Advertising
277 3171 Press of Erich Printing,
San Jose

nient of the department
balanced
a
threaten
ctrriculum in the department since "radical instructors" are being wiped
out in "political purges"
Stanford said.
The role of the ESA,
member Tom Thomassen
said, is to keep those issues
alive and to gain student
support.
the
in
"Changes"
economics situation, where
even tenured faculty
members have no vote, are
next to impossible, they
claimed

Therapists discuss
leading sex problems

Open interaction urged

Touching is more than just
sex.
"Touching is an end in
itself," Rita and Lorne Bay
say to people that attend
their one, two, five or sixsession massage workshops.
The Bays, who operate
Getting in Touch, a massage
workshop in Los Gatos, try to
teach men and women to
relate to each other as
people, not sexual parts to be

week, are designed to
"keep the pressure on the
adrninistratio n," hopefully
forcing President John H.
Bead to restore tights to
the Economics Department.
The firings of three
economics instructors last
year instigated the forming
of the group, which row
contains about 20 members, Mark Stanford,
exanother member
plained. ESA now contains
20 members.
These firings and the
consequent disfranchis-

were
who
Students
enrolled in a postsecondary
school after April 1, 1973,
may be eligible for a Basic
Educational Opportunity
Grant.
Eligibility is based on
financial need. Applications
and further information can
be obtained at the Financial
Aids Office, Room 234,
Administration Building.
es
The Campus Community
Association
Improvement
(CCIA), is conducting a
membership drive. Dues are
$2.00 per household and are
payable in January. The
group is working to preserve
the area east of the SJSU
campus.
Further in formation can
be obtained by calling 2983686, according to Joan
Coisiglia, CCI A member.

’inEcopLE’
kaTonF
Chez Nous invites you to shop or sell
Handcrafted & commercial gifts for any budget
.a funded number of consognment
70 E. San Fernando
contracts are available to local
10-4 (M -F)
craftspeople

A chartered ski trip to
Aspen Colo., is being offered,
by the Department of
Recreation and Leisure
Studies at San Francisco
State University.
For $220, the trip includes
air fare, six days lodging, lift
tickets, and w Me parties.
The one unit course is
through
being offered

it’s

concurrent enrollment, to
students at SJSU, Cal State
University Hayward and
SFSU.
For more information
contact Carol Carol Severin,
assistant
professor in
recreation.
For more information
contact Carol Severin,
professor
in
assistant
recreation.

the

Affet

AN
ALTERNATIVE
IN DINING OUT

"The
PruneYard
371-6505

7

an erection," Janowitz said.
Milstone’s work dealt with
impotence with the couple.
In his twelve week program,
the couple wasn’t allowed to
even try to have sex for three
to six weeks.
"This takes the pressure
off the man who thinks he’s
impotent." Milstone said.
During the three to six
weeks, the couples in
Milstone’s groups would do
i sensual)
pleasuring
exercises like massage and
just touching one another, he
explained.

Janowitz
countered,
"Sexuality is what we are,
net what we do. I am a
sexual person. I have
feelings throughout my
body, not just in my genitals.
Our whole bodies are
erogenous zones.
"Our brain is our major
sex organ," she said. A
woman knows what satisfies
her, Janowitz said. Almost
all the couples that came to
Janowitz and Milstone said
they experienced an orgasm
from masturbation.

Several attempts to bring
changes have been futile.
’Me ESA spent half the
summer vacation "contacting the four instructors
hired to replace the fired
instructors," Adams said
They expla ined to the
new instructors that the
firings of G ayle Southworth, Andy Parnes and
Dave
Lan des
were
"political purges," not
a
for
replacement s
-woman who had been
transferred to Berkeley"
as the new instructors had
been told, Adams claimed.

XEROX
COPIES
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lit Copy
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At *RICAN COPY
73 E. San Fernando
;lest to Peanut,
2957778
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Expires Jan. 1, ’75

NEW YORK CHARTER
DEC. 21

JAN. 8

$219.00 - From L.A.
$244.00 - From S.J.
AA 707
Charter flights available only to students, faculty,
staff and their immediate families of San Jose
State University
istioDnAavndreservations phone or stop by
d k o
and ask
255 E. SANTA CLARA ST. No.710 SAN JOSE,
CALIF. 95113 PHONE (408)287.8240

STUDENT SERVICES WEST
Fare based on pro rata share Of minimum group 40 and in
cludes an administrative fee of $25 Fare is in accordance
wIth terra I on file unth the CAB and includes all taxes
Fare may vary based on the actual plumber of passengers
travelling. Aircraft used are 8707 or 008 or DC10 or 6747

The Canon F-I.
Images are what it’s all about.
Photographic equipment can
be a trap Sometimes, you can get
so involved with it that you lose
sight of your real purpose
making photographs
The Canon F-1 can help you
forget about equipment and
concentrate on images It was
designed. and functions, as an
extension of your photographic
vision Its responsive in a way that
you must experiPnce to appreciate

And since it was conceived as a
system camera. every part works
together with effortless smoothness from the more than 40 Canon
FD and FL lenses to the over 200
accessories.
The heart of the camera is it’s
central spot metering system
With it you can use anyone s
exposure system. no matter how
critical since it only measures the
central 12% of the finder area

regardless of the focal length used.
So if you re spending too much
time lately worrying about your
equipment. its time you stopped.
and took a good look at the Canon
F-1 system. and Canons other
fine camerasthe automatic.
electronic EF the full-feature Fib.
and the TLb If you re interested
in images. Canons your camera

A System of Precision

Canon
C727

.
40
New
Canon USA Inc 10 Nevada Drive
.
26
iist Mr,.
Canon USA inc 45? Fullerton Asi
Canon USA Inc 123 East Paularino Avenue l,s1,1Me vu Ualiio,",a’.i,’b26
Canon USA Inc Bldg B 2 1050 Ala Moana Blvd Honolulu Hawaii 96814
Canon Optics 6 Business Machines Canada t td Ontario
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Essence of beauty, love
wins Kaucher Award
By Terry Britten
A
rich,
evocative
dialogue between a lovely
duchess and the phantom
presence of Father ’lime
love and beauty was
/about
the winning piece in SJSU’s
Dr. Dorothy Kaucher
Contest for Excellence in
Oral Interpretation Dec. 5.
Theater Arts major Sally
Cotton’s spell inducing
delivery of an excerpt from
r Christopher Fry’s "Venus
/ Observed" not only earned
i her the plaudits of the
audience in the Theater
Arts Studio Theater last
Thursday, but a . $50
scholarship check as well.
,
This
is
the
56th
1 scholarship award given in
1 this biannual competition,
i now in its 25th year at
1 SJSU.
i
This semester’s competition, as in years past,
i was of high caliber, with all
I six of
the
finalists

1

delivering
excellent
selections.
One of the best selections
was a haunting piece about
a Spanish child-princess,
rich
in
tone
and
imagin ation
and
masterfully spoken by art
major Jan Feathers.
Feathers’
gift
for
storytelling was evident in
the expectant hush that fell
over the rapt crowd in the
Studio Theater during her
captivating delivery of
Oscar Wild e’s "The Birthday of the Infants."
Michael Garret’s interpretation of "The
Mountain
Whippoorwill"
by Stephen Vincent Benet
proved without a doubt that
American Studies major
Garret is an excellent actor.
Garret’s
marvelous,
lyrical tale of a fiddler who
wins the world fiddling
championships
by
emulating the song of the
roe

i....aiimaini.........,

whipporwill who lives in his
in
home
beloved
Appalachia, was a joyous,
heartwarming experience.
Unfortunately,
for
Garrett, his selection
primarily displayed his
fine acting skills instead of
his abilities in the art of
oral interpretation. It was
a lamenta ble oversight on
his part.
The remaining selections
were comprised of a scene
from Shakespeare’s "As
You Like It" by Samuelle
Kaucher Contest
Eskind, the emotionally
charged
musings of a
The judges for the
jealous wife in August
competition included Dr.
Strindbe rg’s "The
Clarence E. Flick, coorStranger," delivered by
dinator of the Radio-TVAlice Jacobs, and a
melancholy reminiscences Film sequence in Theater
of 19205 Germany in Arts: George E. McDaniel,
Isherwood’s professional actor and
Christopher
as visiting drama lecturer;
"Berlin Stories,"
recalled by William L. and drama professor
Donamarie Reeds.
Smith.

winner Sally Cotton
During the brief interlude which ensued
between the concluding
selection an d the return of
the judges with the decision
on the contest’s winner,
students of Dr. Grant F.
McKernie’ s Shakespearean Workshop performed
scenes from two works.

.....*A.

Coffeehouse woes don’t bug Rossi
By than Sherman
You learn to not let a poor
show rip your guts out,"
said Dick Rossi, manager
this past semester of the
Joint Effort Coffeehouse.
The low attendance that
has plagued the Coffeehouse throughout its four
years of existence, has both
improved and stayed the
same, according to Rossi.
Without mentioning any
actual figures, Rossi said
that he believed the Coffeehouse was operating on a
better percentage than it has
ever been before.
"I’m hesitant to talk about
money up-front," said Rossi.
According to the A.S.
Business offices, the Coffee
house was given an $11,000
budget for the entire school
year, which was cut in the
last few months, along with
all other accounts, to
$10,395.
Of this $10,395, money is
allotted to pay Rossi’s salary
and those of any associates,
the remainder being what is
spent on talent.
’San Jose has as much
drawing power as the other
state campuses, but not as
much money as, say,
Stanford or Berkeley,"
maintained Rossi.
"If an artist wants more
than $5,000 you can probably
bet they won’t be at State,"
he added.
How much money is
budgeted for the Coffeehouse
depends on both student

NEI

"The last two weeks that
the Coffeehouse was open
Jazz Week was one of them I
ima
great
showed
provement in attendance,"
Rossi said.
The question of alcoholic
beverage sales at the Coffeehouse has been asked and
suggested by Spartan Shops
manager Harry Wineroth
that a wine and beer license
would improve business
considerably.

Joint Effort manager Dick Rossi
council and major AS. office
holders.
"I have definite help from
John Rico and the other A.S.
office holders," said Rossi.
"They are definite Coffeehouse supporters."
"I haven’t had much
contact with the student
council, but it’s a student
council that see’s a need for
it (Coffeehouse and related
activities ." said Rossi.

(luring the Thanksgiving
vacation period that should
help both atmosphere and
acoustics, according to
Gehrke.
The carpeting will be
accompanied by a raised
platform in the rear and
booths along one wall, said
Rossi.
The Coffeehouse has filled
to 150 people, according to
Rossi.
"Sardine style, the place
could fit 300, but comfortably
about 200," he contends.

Besides money woes, the
atmosphere, if indeed a
contributing factor to the
attendance, is in the process
of improvement for next
semester.
The Coffeehouse is now
closed until the first few
weeks of February, during
which time these improvements will be made
the inside of the place.
New carpeting arrived

"There is a trustee law
that says we can’t sell
alcoholic beverages," said
Rossi, "but there is no law
that says we can’t give it
away."
The constant complaint of
lack of participation in thc
Coffeehouse and other
activities
campus-related
has beg’) blamed on the
"commuter school" theory.
"It’s kind of a dilemma for

Hawaiian folk-rockers album
full of ’warm harmony’
By David Reyes
After a year and a half
association, Cecilio and
Kapono, hardly a house-hold
name in Mainland entertainment, have come out
with their first album
"Cecilio & Kapono" on
Columbia Records.
The two Hawaii -based
performers, Cecilio
Rodriguez
and
Henry
"Kapono" Kaaihue, feature
an album with folk-rock
songs and smooth easy
stvliti

John ’n Wick at

;

The Orange
Winzit
with
Pool and Pinballs
invite you to I
FREE COKE
!buy one "Big Burger"!
u at regular price and
1
I get a coke FREE
I with this coupon g
’Try our 99 Breakfast’
1
1
1 505 E. Santa Clara g
Corner of Ilth
I to go:294-2299 I
immmaimeemono,

Blaring noise and overextended electronic
gadgetry are not Cecilio and
Kapono’s bag. Thy reach
out with warm melodic
harmony that enables a
listener to sit back and just
enjoy.
The record has nine songs
all original except for Stevie
Wonder’s "All in Love is
Fair."
C & K both play accoustic
guitar and produce a sound
that is not unlike Loggins
and Messina. Their music
also has a touch of Cat
Steven’s song -styling and
some early Crosby, Stills,
Nash and Young folk-rock.
Side one gets it off with
’ Lifetime Party" which is a
’typical"
Cecilio
and
Kapono song. It has good
harmony (the two are excellent
singers)
and
arranging. There is a mild
electric guitar wah-wah in
the background and a slight
country twang.

me, because often what sells
isn’t good music and vice
versa," said Rossi.
"I have to bring in all
musical interests on campus
and their is too much
competition,"
complained
Rossi. "We have to strike a
ha; cy medium."
So far, it loks like that
medium has yet to be struck.

By Dian Sherman
has
Hesse
Hermann
unknowingly joined author
Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. in a
successful endeavor at a
representative short story
collection in the recently
published, "Stories of Five
Decades."
While Vonnegut gained
wider appreciation with his
"Welcome to the Monkey
House," the 1st Pulitzer
Hesse
Prize-winning
may well capture a new
breed of cult with this
exquisite array of stories
spanning his rocky career.
"Stories of Five Decades,"
focuses on 23 stories by
Hesse that reflect the change
in the the late author’s
writing style from a
dedicated literary form, to
later autobiographical
rememberances.
Hesse’s life, with all its
erratic pathways and turning points, was probed to
the utmost degree in all of
his works. His attempted
suicide, being expelled from
school, a pacifist view during
WW .1 and his period of
analysis with Carl Jung are
in evidence somewhere in
each story.
An obsession with his own

SILVA
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this
Plantwithad.

Free Plaittations
Give a plant for Christmas!

555 So Bascom
294 3312

By Alfred J. Bru
you get to hear more of
Poco is a country rock Young’s breathtaking steel
band that has suffered great guitar playing which has
misfortunes
but
has been rated the best by the
managed to perservere by 1973 Guitar Player magazine
continuing to play good time, PeIL
hoedown music.
Young would double on
Performing for a Win- banjo with the opening
terlan d audience Friday number "Sunrise Serenade"
night, Poco convinced the and then slip and slide on the
skeptics that the original twanging steel strings
thing may not always be the during "High and Dry."
best.
Cotton also exhibited some
When the band first for- fine acoustic guriat picking
med, the lineup was quite and complimented Schmidt
formidable when the nucleus with all Vie high pitched
consisted of ex-Buffalo vocal hE.rmonies. This
Springfield members Richie collaboration wort quite well
Foray and Jim Messina. with such songs as "Fresh
Roun ding out the band was Water," "Who’ll Be Your
the incredible pedal steel Next Fool," and "Ride the
guitarist Rusty Young, Country."
drummer George Grantham
When the band of "lefand bassist Tim Schmidt.
tovers" was urged to top
Problems first arose when their set with an encore, old
Jim Messina left to join friend Messina and his
forces with a mellow country cohort Loggins popped up
boy named Kenny Loggins. behind the stage with
The duo has since reached reminiscent locks as they
superstardom.
watched Poco please the
Then the band’s founder, audience once again.
Furey, departed to join ex Dave Mason, of course,
Eagle John David Souther, was h is usual self. A bearded
former Byrd and Burrito Sir Lancelot, Mason’s noble
Brother Chris Minoan and English appearance typified
ex-Domino and Traffic his expertise in the field of
drummer Jim Gordon in a rock.
band whose high aspirations
Mason’s guitar playing
have yet to be fulfilled.
places him on the same
Poco now consists of the knightly round table with
leftovers plus the addition of such luminaries as Eric
Paul Cotton on guitar.
Claptoh, George Harrison,
These leftovers can cook, Dicky Betts, Jose Feliciano
however, and although they and B.B. King.
were the second helping on
Playing
such
crowd
the plate Wave Mason pleasers as "Show Me Some
headlined the show), they Affection," "Leek At Me,
were as fulfilling as any Look At You," "Feeling
main dish of talent.
Alright,"
and
Furay and Messina may "Headkeeper," Mason
be gone, but that only means constantly led his band of
musicians with several
supercharged guitar solos.

’Five Decades’ of
Hermann Hesse

"Sunflower", C & K’s most a saloon type of down-home
popular song in Hawaii, is a tune. Then goes back to the
slow ballad with charm. The fast beginning.
charm is accented by violins
The song resembles a fast
.
and bass.
Greek
dance that
is
At the end of Wonder’s
strengthened by Rodriguez
-All in Love is Fair," all
on the sitar.
music stops and the two
singers go a capella for a soft
At times (’ & K sound too
harmonic ending.
much like two other folk
On the flip side, "Song for singers,
Logging
and
Someone" by Kapono, is Messina. They have the
another soft ballad. It is a same melodies and when
sad-sweet melancholy tune they are coupled harabout a songwriter who monically the similarity
WATCH
cannot write "because it increases. Too bad, for a
FOR ARNIE,
isn’t the right time, the right first album, C & K can really
01( 11
place to write a song for make it on their own.
you."
"Someone"
features
electric keyboard with a
READY FOR
bluesy saxophone piece in
the background by Jim
WINTER?
Horn.
The album finishes with
ANTIFREEZE
"Sunshine Love" a fast upPARKING
TIRES
tempo boogey. The keyboard
TUNE UP
BATTERIES
musician produces some hot
All Maior Credit Cards Accepted
licks before the song moves
78 S. 4th - Close to SJSU Library
SINCE 1936
into a transition. It slows into

The

Poco’s ’leftovers’ cook at
’hot and spicy’ concert

consciousness, honesty and
non-violence, are qualities
which probably have caused
the growth of "Hesse
followers."
The book’s introduction
tells of Hesse’s disfavor for
his earlier writings which
eventually led to the style of
his work that had been
"staring him in the face" all
along. Nowadays, it could be
called expression through
consciousness.
From the 1899 story, "The
Island Dream," to the 1948
work, "The Interrupted
Class," there are personal
experiences of Hesse’s that
masquerade as fiction.
His days as a book seller
and his preoccupations with
psychoanalysis are evident,
for instance, in the story,
"The Cyclone" and "The
Latin Scholar."
What stands out as the
most important contribution
of "Stories of Five Decades"
is the growth of the late
author into an aware literary
force, whose characteristic
theme
was
his
own
imagination.

The show was very well
paced, as Mason interspersed the program with
some of his well known
ballads, -Every Woman"
and "The Lonely One. But Mason shines his
brightest when he rocks and
he brought the house down
with a hot and spicy version
of Bob Dylan’s "All Along
The Watchtower."
His eyes shut and his
reddish brown hair swaying
to the beat of the music.
Mason gave the song justice
as he let his feelings pour s
from his sweaty brow as he
sang "There must be some
kind of way out of here, said
the joker to the thief. There’s
too much confusion, I can’t
get no relief."
The show closed with
"Gbh me Some Loving!’

FLOCKED ELVET
POSTERS @2.50
INDIAN JEWELERY
AND TAPESTRIES,
PATCHES PIPES
PAPERS CANDLES
DESIGN T-SHIRTS,
BLACK LIGHTS
STROBE LIGHTS,
BLACK LIGHT
POSTERS @1.50
BRUCE LEE
PUS
AND IRON ONS
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111114ING
SPRING LEAGUES
NOW FORMING
TUESDAY

6:30 p.m. Mixed Hdcp Trio
6:30 p.m. Alumni Assoc. League
WEDNESDAY

6:30 p.m. *ed. Mixed
9:00 p.m. Peterson Point Trio
THURSDAY

6:30 p.m. Thurs. Mixed Fours
SIGNUPS INDIVIDUALLY. OR AS A
TEAM UNTIL MONDAY. FEBRUARY 3
INFORMATION AT THE DESK

STUDENT UNION
GAMES AREA 277-3226

ITS YOUR
MOVE!

5 Superb
Adult
Communities
Studios, 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Available at Sensible Rates
Furnished or Unfurnished
..Spacious interiors with shag carpets
Decorator wall -coverings & drapes
.Inviting swimming pool and sauna
.Beautiful recreation center
.Well maintained landscaped grounds
.All electiric kitchens by G. E.
.Private patios and balconies
Air conditioning & outdoor barbeques
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SJSU’s Linda Robbins in 100-yard individual medley

Vidali top swimmer

Aquagals 3rd in finals
By Bonnie Richardson
’The Spartan aquagals, led by recordbreaking Lynn Vidali, swam to a solid third
place at the Northern California swimming
championships Friday and Saturday at
JSU.
Coach Jane Koivisto had expected San
Jose’s team to have tough competition from
Fresno State and maybe U. C. Berkeley for
third place at the Northern California
on Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference
f NCI AC) meet.
With 302 points, SJSU was far ahead of
Berkeley )205 points) and Fresno 1187
points).
f San Jose ended up farther behind second
Place Stanford University, 444 points, and
*inner U.C. Davis, 534 points.
Top swimmer at the meet was SJSU’s
Lynn Vidali, who set new NCIAC records in
all four individual events she entered. She
also set two national records.
"I.ynn is a swimmer with a capital 5,"
Koivisto said.
No other woman broke as many records at
the meet. Two set two new records each and
several others set one.
-All NCIAC records were broken at the
meet except one," Koivisto said.
On Saturday Vidali accomplished what
she’s been working for all season-she
swam the 100 yard individual medley in less
than a minute, setting a new NCIAC and
Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
tit

Women I AIAW ) record of 59.876 seconds.
She also set a new national and NCIAC
record in the 200 yard individual medley.
Two other NCIAC records went to Vidali in
the 50 yard breaststroke and the 100 yard
backstroke.
SJSU’s Patti Jorgensen was under the old
NCIAC records in three races. She took
second in the 200 and the 100 yard freestyle,
and fourth in the 50 yard freestyle.
"Patti swam her heart out and it paid
off," Koivisto said. "She dropped five
seconds from the heat to the finals in the 200
freestyle, and that is outstanding."
In the 50 and the 100 yard breaststroke,
SJSU ’s I.inda Robbins took fourth place. She
placed 13th in the 100 yard individual
medley.
Laura Fritz won fifth places for San Jose
in the 50 yard freestyle and the 100 yard
butterfly. She also placed fourth in the 100
yard freestyle, faster than the old NCIAC
record.
Also placing for San Jose at the meet was
Clare Shemeta-fourth in the 50 yard
backstroke and 14th in the 200 yard
freestyle.
The women’s pool was overcrowded
during the meet, as Koivisto had predicted,
wtih approximately 500 spectators and
swimmers from 13 schools.
People were sitting or standing in window
sills and packed dose together in back of the
single row of benches above the pool.

Gymnastics team rusty;
tot of work ahead’
"We’ve got a lot of work
ahead of us," gymnalics
coach Richard Chew said
after weekend meets in
Chico and Sacramento.
"We didn’t do our boat,"
Chew said. But we got
through the compulsories
and this was the first compulsory meet of the year. It
was an interesting thing to
see"
Juniors John Canieron and
Mike Grinun and freshman
Marty Sharpe placed fifth,
sixth and seventh, respectively, overall. Chew said
Cameron had a rough night,
but Sharp’s performance
was his best ever.
"We’re a long way from
having our all-arounders in

Leyilsfi
PATCH
POCKET
CORDUROY
PATCH
POCKET
B RUSHED
D ENIM
PATCH
POCKET
DENIM
B EDS
MATCHING
JACKETS
Pl.d.
LiVi TOPS

fleas

3660 Stevens Creek Blvd
I

71, SA,,,,1J

Ph. 247-3700
Westgate Shopping Center
1600

Saratoga Ave

Ph. 374-3202

their prime, but they have
until March so I’m not really
concerned," Chew said.
six -team
the
In
Sacramento meet, junior
Ken Linney captured a first
in the floor exercises to
defend the title he earned a

year ago. Junior Frank
Sahlein placed second in the
event.
Sophomore Scott Seelos
finished fourth in floor
exercises and sixth in
vaulting.

A.s. srupetirs Preenrs

If the Spartans were
members of the Big Sky
conference,
they’d
be
leading that division with a 20 record.
The SJSU cagers romped
to a non-conference, 7260,
win over Montana State
University, in Bozeman
Friday, and scored a 71-63,
verdict over
Gonzaga
University, in Spokane
Saturday. both members of
the Big Sky conference.
The Spartans, 4-1, will
return home tomorrow at
8:1.6 P.M. against another
Big Sky team, the University
of Idaho at Spartan Gym.
There’s one thing the
Spartans’ certainly don’t
lack. and that’s depth.
WSU coach Ivan Guevara
has had to go to the bench at
various times this season,
and the back-ups have
proven to be the punch the
greatly improved Spartans
have needed.
Earl Hogue, 6-5 junior
forward, plays second -string
to Don Orndorff, 6-7 senior,
and Ron Fair. 6-7 junior.
Hogue came off the bench
to relieve Fai r and scored a

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Still don’t have your plans set for
sew
break? Try a Janaury
Session class
Your paper read, edited for a modest
fee
Experienced and thorough
Tutorial approach
Expert typing
new available. short notice Joe 371
4.197
Grad math student, will tutor math in
...ch for babysihing during a T Th
11 I/ cIaSS next Seer/ Cali 322 8731

SO per cent Discount on All Jewelery in
our 48 page caiaiug featuring over
350 creations of fashion ieweleryr ings-walcheS-pendants--binslinks
tots -Cuff
earrings-tie
Receive your FREE CATALOG and
RING SIZER by sending 25 centS
Unique
POstage and nandling to
9ind;as1ries.
so 4
Boo 11275 Cupertino, CA
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MORRIS DAILY AUDIT:Si
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help us help
others
donate blood
plasma
and earn cash

$16 to $70
a month as one of our
valuable blood donors!

men & women 18-60
call or come by weekdays ...

LIFELINE BIOLOGICALS
s.j.
1469 park aye,

#

hod y era yes

1/2 OM

20%
OFF

from eampu

eta for an appointment

04

52 $o. 4th St.

294-40199

SigmaAlpha Epsilon
Will have an educational and leadership
consultant on campus Wednesday and
Thursday, December 11th and 12th. If
there are any S.A.E.’s on campus, or any
individuals interested in colonizing a
chapter of S.A.E., contact:
Gary Jackson
Educational & Leadership Consultant
At Downtown Holiday Inn
998-0400

Consistently Number 1 Nationally
Since 1856
WATCH FOR ARNIE, DEC. 11.

Waterbeds by Vienne
Mattresses
Liners
Heaters
Frames
Sheets
Mall bads, 1886
W San Carlos. 287 0350

1188 E

Williams S J

Typewriter Royal Portable
Excellent Condition 575
762 4651

SERVICES
Typing
Very Reasonable
ShOr t notice my home. 767 3119

San
Jose’s
oldest
manufacturer and retailer of quality
waterbeds and accessories Special
courtesy extended to SJSU students
and faculty Yin Yang waterbeds
Locations in San Jose, Campbell.
Santa Clara. Mountain View, and
Morgan Hill Visit our warehouse
showroom at 2331 S 7th St at Tully
Road. 998 5660
Downtown W a
Under new
managment Low prices on both new
and used waterbeds and ac
cessories Cheek our prices! Special
prices on purchases of 2 or more
waterbeds 416 W San Carlos St .
287 2000
typewriter. $25 Captains
chairs, 515 each Portable sewing
machine 575 297 6079

Professional Typist. Fast accurate.
dependable Mrs Alice Emmerich.
249 2864
Art Service-For that Pro Look.
Graphic
Design. Holiday Art,
Window Painting, Cartoons, 295
3771, Ben
Experienced Thesis Typist Master’s
Reports Dissertations
Marianne
Tainberg 137
Escobar
Ave
Telephone 356 4248, Los Gatos
Writing I R
Typing and editing
226 8470

Assist
Call evenings

Fill the gaps in your spring schedule
with a January Session course
STANDARD
MEAD
WANTED.
SKIS 180 to 195 cm AlSo old lace up
style ski boots. St 17.., to 10’, Chris
293 0361

’65 Chevy II, very clean inn, out, geed
tires. 15 19 mpg depending, fine
commuter car Come see and drive.
Asking 5390. call Bert at 277 11858

FLICKS presents "THE
FRIDAY
WAY WE WERE" STRElSAND &
TOGETHER
REDFORD
ACADEMY AWARDS NOMINEE
FOR BEST ACTRESS YOU CAN’T
BEAT 50 cents for a movie of this
quality Ask about next semester’s
schedule Fr Dec 13 Morris Dailey 7
8. 10 pm By Alpha Phi Omega

PATCHWORK GUILTS All sites and
Bulgur look. reasonably
COWS
Pricer) Call 2956781 after 1 00 at
ternoonS

Prof. Typing. Term papers. reports,
IBM Selectric with
Theses. Cot
Greek symbols. script. reg type 13
Years cop Phone 975 0/49

’72 Dodge Demon-2door HT Hurst a
speed. 340 V8, low mileage Tires
Polyglas GT Goodyear -Front.
Uniroyal tigerPawS. back 0,700 Will
talk Excellent Condition Call 17071
224 0332 for Owner. 247 6159 for in
formation

Thesis I Academic Typist.
IBM
SeleCtriC II Ask about my bonus
rate for students Cali Andrea 297
2331

Berk

Unwanted Hair Removed by a
s ler Cid
NurseEiec trologist
Phone 265 1440 I 9 p m 1186 L.nroln
Ave
Winter Carnival 75
The best time you’ll ever have"
Jan 12 17
Tickets 52.50. Package W9
Tickets on Sale December 317
Beer races, dances prizes, and
ever Wing you’ll hope for’’
MAGICIAN
Truly unique enterta,nment for
parties, meetings, banquets, etc
Phone Joseph Fleming 755 6147

FOR SALE
09
BSA -650
6.000
cc.
274 5069
,i.iiiaculate. good deal
.veningS
Antique Armchair Late 19th Cent
Upholstered in Plum Needle and
Pei, Point w velvet back 5250 -2T6
7371
Need a Bed to Crash On? I have 2 twin
beds -box springs, mattress and
Call
Great condition
headboard
Don 247 9658

newest
Jose’s
San
waterbed Company experience the
omforts and pleasures of a tropical
stand right in your own bedroom
students.
by fellow
Operated
Islander Waterbeds. 1528 W San
Carlos (2blks west of Sears) 292
5212
PROTECT YOURSELF AGAINST
RAPE
&
ASSAULT,
Carry
REBUFF personal protection Spray
in your purse or pocket Holds and
Also
Conceals easily in hand
protects against vicious dap attacks
Mailable and legal in Calif Post
Paid. tax Mel . $3 SO ea . 2 fOr $6.501
Send check or money order to: L R
Walton, 2342 Kenweed Ave., Salt
JON, CA 95120 Mail order only!

French Mini Motorbike, white Solon
1000-- Practically New -so light yOu
can use it as. regular bike 795 3672
Solange
Snow Chains for Compact Car -never
used Call 269 9336 Ask for Gary

Room for Rent in Lovely HOMO, Pool.
Clubhouse next to golf course, Kit
Priv S6S per ino Near IBM 224 0411
Attractive, clean, quiet turn room for
uirl Kit Pry Near 5.150 570 no
dip All utii pd 293 4401 eyes

Noah’s Arts
Waterbed Co.
86 Keyes St . San Jose
289 8451
SALE! Prices Reduced On
Many Styles Up to 20 percent
Complete Heated Beds From 5129
Wedding Photography Gentle all
Natural color, photography for your
wedding You keep all phots taken
plus the original negatives land a
free, white embossed album Budget
priced tor highest quality work
Please call for details Photography
by Dalt. Maggio 292 7601 evenings
Flocked Velvet Posters-large variety
52.50 each. New summer alba site
tapestries HOS Incense pack of 25
Nr 50 cents ....o variety of pat.
ches. Iron on transfers Imported
walking canes from India. Pipes and
peraphanalias. Strobe lights Large
variety of black lights, one block
from the college. 00k. San Fernando
St.
Captains
Standardtypewriter, S25
chairs. 015 each Portable sewing
machine 525 7916079
V W ’68 Auto 79000 miles Runs geed
New Brakes 8. Battery 5700 or offer
Call Joe 9987031 St pm mostly

Sniveled Foam Rubber -45 cents Per
pound Call 293 2954
’67 TR4A Exci cond. Amer Moos, GdYr
Radials. New top & seats. AM Radio
Roll Bar -Cherry $2150 Wier 226
593$
VW Bug 1573 Excellent Condition I
want to sell it before semester
break Asking VISO, but will con
sidle any reasonable offers Phone
767 7449, evenings or weekends
AM FM Mho
Stereo System 1WOS
turntable, plus
SOW Speakers
Cad .94 3361 69 P
access ISO
MY

Mother Olsons. Ten locations
near college Kitchen facilities, color
T V 8. maid service 019 50 share.
$26 50 single. weekly 127 N 8th $t
Phone 293 6345.
Girl Wanted to move in to 3 bdrrn turn
apt near school w 3 Other girls
553 50 8. Oil Call 797 7715
Do You Really Care about HanUnderstanding
dicapped People?
female sought to share apt. With
sensitive young man WC P and
voice defect Call 291-2301 after 5 00
P m
San Fernando Meuse
Near Centennial Hall 8. Library.
Parking.
color
TV.
Kitchen
privileges. linen & maid service
$69 50 snare. 509 50 single 227k San
Fernando Phone 793 7374

eeeee t Typing SO cents page pluS
paper 396$ llth $t call Tenons 99$
0352
Typing term oapers. theses, etc
PhOne 760
experienced a. ’ Iasi
8674
Professional Typist
Ems Selecrric 067 2389 eves
For Permanent Hair Removal
Call registered electrologist
al /35 E Santa Clara St 5944499

2 Scam. Apts. torrent, 5170-S190 rno
$100 Deposit Lease hi May See
Mgr 635 5 Ilth St No 1 2900102
San Jose Residence Club Co-ed
Beautiful building, great locatien,
private parking, linen & maid
service. color T V Ping pang, kit,
chen facilities. inside courtyard,
grand piano. free Continental break
fast 579 50 share. $109 SO single 202
11th St Phone 293 7374

Room with Kit. pm. Owe.
Non
smoker only 5 talks to SJSU 5/5 mo
/87 3125 or 730 2244 ex! 320

Apt for Rent
I Bedroom. furnished 5135 month
Water & Garbage paid 380S ati. St
No &Mgr 789 9383

Typing -neat, accurate
IBM Selerlric
Call Lori 578 80900f ter 5 p m
Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everything florist does at
the price with twice the quality
WHY PAY MORE? 11 years of
satisfied customers Phone 996-1252
tor free estimate
Prof
Typist. fast. accurate elec
typewriter Reasonable rates to Coll
students Cali after 2 pm 753 600

HOUSING
Males Clean, warm riles -single or
double kitchen priv 295 8781 or 295
2355 Call afternoons after 1 00

2 Bdrm older Mouse w double garage.
I block SJSU upper div women
students Ref rep 2970079

LOST & FOUND
Lost Dog Male Bull Terrier, II 77 4
MO Brindle 8. White. SJSU area
Reward 7970324
Lost Book: ’Modern Japanese’ by
Han
Taken by mistake at book
checkout in Spartan Bookstore
Student desperate Contact Sludeni
Bookstore 177 3211

Apts. tor Rent 1 bdrm $120, 2 Bram
5150 Very clean o2dS 10th Call 295
5144

HELP WANTED

House. 2 Bed ON Sep Dining gin ,
W W carpeting Very nice with yard
Garage Apply 406 S 111h, 246 3073
Duplex S90, 265 S 11th
private With parking
paid Phone 739 5479

St. Nice ai
All utilities

Female to aaaaa 2 Ildrm 2 bath apt
Pruneyard I
inear
a. Campbell
Phone 377 5526
Female Roommate to share 7 &Pm
Apt w same Non smoker over 21
Super bargain, lots of extras, nice
quiet area, short commute Call 126
4917 eves & weekends Keep trying

Michael Please hurry. It would be SO
wonderful and beautiful of you were
io
bark I nnSS you so

YEAR ROUND RATES 5135. 2 Eidrin
unturn apt. Sin pets ok 4 minute
drive from SJS 20d-0106 Or 711-6302

CA

V W ’61 Auto 79000 miles Runs good
New brakes 8. Battery 5700 or offer
Cali JOe 998 7031 58 pm mostly

Got last minuteitis7 Don’t forget you
Ian register for January Session
,ourses on the firs! day of class

Ildrni. Apt.. F urn , Clean, Quiet,
iiusdep ,All toil pd 2 blks from
Avail Dec 15, 293 4401 eves

For Sale
77 Honda 600 2 door sedai.
Exc Concl .0,110 5,700mi 51350 Call
967 3923 after 5 00 p in

licycles! Gene’s Bicycle Barn has all
models to satisfy your needs If yOur
interest IS in racing bikes, there is a
wide selection to choose from
Touring bikes are also in stock to
round out a complete bicycle
collection Gene’s prvides first rate
service on all bicycle repairs All
maim parts tor bikes are available
SO come down and ;et Gene’s take
care of your bicycle needs 292719?

St
ion sound Appealing?
Early G
CheCk out January Session courses
tor those extra units

Rent TV or Stereo, free delivery free
service Esche’s 251 2598

’gANE

coo cuts

Hens

blowier steles
.
mon s blower osppo,

.6N

cost
Self
Sale!
Low
Book
improvement Books
Sex, health.
wealth, self help, spOrts, hobbies.
hypnotism, occult, cooking & herbs
FREE CATALOG to
Send for
1127S.
Unique industries. Box
Cupertino, CA 95014

at
classes
Ballet College age
Eufratia School of Ballet Essential
technique " for beginning and in
lermediate students Small classes.
attention
Beverly
individual
Eutratia Grant. Director 241 1300

STArrING;

se..166or cuts

rewver from a cold first halt
of action.
Montana State went into
the locker room with a 30-29
lead, but Miller sparked the
Spartans in the second half
with a pair of three-point
plays that put SJSU in
charge.
Miller led all scorers with
19 points and Orndorff
contributed 17, while Barrett
sunk 10.
The University of Idaho
Vandals invade the Spartan
Gym tomorrow, fresh off a
11211 victory over Lewis and
Clark, Friday evening.

CLASSIFIED

The Ideal Gift The Profit by R
man Spartan Books Si 95

4:44.

career high of 21 points
against Gonzaga.
"This was our best game
of the year ," explained
Guevara. "We played better
this time than we did against
Reno."
Three other Spartans
scored in double figures
against Gonzaga, with
Omdorff scoring 10, Rick
Darnell hooping 13, and Pat
Barrett canning 13.
SJSU led at halftime, 36.24,
and maintained their lead.
Pete Miller and Ornciorff
dominated the scoring
against Montana State, to

Female

Escorts
SS 00, psrt
245 4930

till1C

AUTOMOTIVE
Wanted

Two or Three Bedroom Apartments
for Rent. 470$ 11th St Office Hours
8 5 Mon Thru Fri

Lire in Maid and P time cook Rin
interview send
Fur
board incl
personal into to P0 Box 21922. Sai,
Jose, CA

three I our

Floe

days

days

days

English Only
All makes. Triumph, Ford. Spec
English rnech
Free est . Student
Discount Phone 297 3446 work
guaranteed
CAR P1101111LEmS? SEE AUTO TIEC14
in
Wcilled mechanic speciliging
Foreign ECOOOrhy & Sport cog.
Tunieup, repair & front and align
Mont Open Sat Bring this me toe
discount. 307.3690 Mall N. 13 St.

Auto-Motorcycle In rrrrr ce-Tired of
being ripped off? Call CSiS Carrim
insurance
service
Exctosiye
student programs, Lowest rates NO
Student refused Call 2198611 or stop
by 404 S Third St. 2nd Floor (3rd St.
& San Salvador
Cycle Helmet & Acc Sale.
10 per cent disc
On brand name
helmets & aCC with this ad they
Dec 9. 1974 House of Honda 1478 W
El Camino. Mt View, 941 2177
Journeyman Mechanic will save you S
on au,o rope., Maior repairs on
F ore,fin cars
M.nor only on
American cars Eu. VW tune UP S20
total. all Work
arOeed STEVE
GEDDES 795 3771

’ PA

3 linos

91.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

2.50

2.00

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

.35

5 lines

2.50

3.00

3.25

3.40

3.50

.35

6 lines

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

.35

Euronalsrael,Africa
Student flights all year round
CONTACT ISCA. 11687 San Vincente
Blvd No A, L A Calif 900/9
Tel 1213, 826 S669. 816 09SS

Hawaii -New York -Europe Stixlent
D and Hostel Card nail passes mire European flights Free travel
info Contact Student Services West,
2355 Santa Clara No 710. San Jose.
CA. 95113. 14081 287 8301

New World Educational Trips South
America. 74 month experiences.
LOW COST Br 3chure, write P0
Box 7131 Sahnas Cai,r 92901

EN TERTAIN

FLICKS presents "THE
FRIDAY
WAY WE WERE" STRiESAND &
REDF ORD TOGETHER Academy
Awards nOrninee for best actress
You can’t beat SO cents for a movie
Ask abet/9 next
of this quality
Dec
13
semester’s schedule Fri
Morris Dailey 71 10 P m BY ANN,
Phi Omega

Need a
Good Car?

Give yourself a Christmas peasant a
January Session course of course

SEC

.50

IF - CLASSIFIED AI m!,

Print Your Ad Here
/ letters and spaces for each (lime)

.35

Phone

Address

.50

City

Minimum Three limit One Day

Check a Classification
) Help Wanted
( ) Housing
( ) Lost and Found

1

(Count approx.

Print Name

) A nit inincerhenta
) Automotive
) Foe Sale

L

PERSONALS

Each addlt
lona’ day

4 limit{

.50

Will

Must speak Chinese.
Waiter, cop
Waikiki Village. 15466 Los Gatos
Blvd Los Gatos, CA.

Classified Rates
1*,,

days

.50

Alive

Derek 904-4004

Loving Woman wanted to cook
evening meal In exchange for free
Call 984 8708
room and board
evenings

Roommate Wanted for 3 Bedroom
Straight. non smoker Neer
shopping 15 min drive to 515 575.
264 0589

day

.50

Dead or

I BORM Porn Apt Water & Garb Pd
Tenant Pkng . laundry mm Clean.
comfort . quiet 633 S 11th St Call
7934059 or 294 7332 5130 mu

i)ne

F acts addlt
lona! line
Add

Cars

pay!! Free Towing
or Steve 295 3771

( ) Petsonais
( ) Services
( I Transportation

Enclosed is $

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CAIN TO SPARTAN
DAILY CLASSIFIED, SAN JOSE
STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE,
CALIF 95114

_ F Or_Days

*Deadline, Two days prior to
publication
ConlvaCutive publication dates
only
’No refunds on CanCillied ads

i
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Artists differ on closure
By Richard Pristas
The closing of Ninth Street
Thursday brought mixed
reactions from the artists,
and craftsmen selling their
wares at Fantasy Faire in
the Student Union.
Most found it difficult to
say if the closing had hurt
their business but a few of
the sellers complained of
difficulties selling their
goods.
Two blocks of Ninth Street,
between San Fernando and
San Carlos streets where the
Student Union is located and
between San Carlos and San
streets
will
Salvador
eventually be closed to
traffic permanently.
Karin Lindahn, a De Anza
college student selling metal
sculptures, said the street

closing had caused her a
little extra work.
-We had to park in that
little dirt parking lot
diagonally across Ninth
Street from the Student
Union and carry everything
across," she said.
This was especially trying,
she said, because the metal
sculptures must be carried

individually.
Monique Brossier, a
drama student at the
University of California at
Berkeley who is selling
paintings and jewelry, said
she had, "no problems
unloading."
She said she didn’t know if
the closing had affected her
sales, but thought there were

Newsprint rate lumps;
Daily ’will not suffer’
Newsprint prices will go
up Jan. 1, but the Spartan
Daily will not suffer financially, according to Clyde
Lawrence. the Daily’s ad-

Art prof dies
afteriong illness
Robert E. Douglas, professor of art, died Nov. 26,
following a lengthy illness.He had been on a leave of
absence from SJSU due to the illness.
Douglas was reared in Seattle. He attended and
received a degree in Interior design from the
University of Washington. His college career was
interupted by World War II, during which he was
overseas in the Army military police.
He worked for Gump’s in San Francisco before
coming to SJSU in 1954.
"He was coordinator of the interior design area."
said Dr. Kathleen Cohen, chairwoman of the Art
Department. "and helped build up the program."
Warren Fails, former art Department chairman and
Dean of School of Humanities, said Douglas had a
"very fine background in the I interior design) field."
Douglas had worked to upgrade and develop standards for the program. said Faus.
As Douglas had requested, no funeral services will
be held, his body will be cremated and theashesspread
over a Virginia City, Nev., cemetery.
According to Cohen. donations in Douglas’ memory
can be made to Robert E. Douglas scholarship, which
in 1972
a. cstalilislicil in los

vertising staff adviser.
Price hikes recently announced by major Canadian
suppliers will raise the
average price per ton to $260,
according to the United
Press.
Lawrence said the Daily
will be paying $280, an increase of $35 per ton.
The Daily is currently
operating on a $3,400 deficit,
with the possibility of
drawing funds from a
reserve.
with
said
Lawrence
the current amount of advertising, the Daily should
be able to break even this
year.
The Daily’s current net
profit, as of Dec. 10 is
$5,200.78, according to Bruce
Nyhammer, Daily business
manager.
This more than offsets the
deficit figure in the original
budget during the summer.
I.awrence
However,
pointed out, "The fall
semester is always more
productive than the spring.
Next semester our revenues
will go down."
The Daily currently pays
$711.11 for newsprint for a
six-page paper. During 197374 the price was $601.20 and
in 1972-73 the Daily paid $570.

New bilingual program
begins next semester
The SJSU School of
Education, the Mexican American Graduate Studies
MAGS) and the Linguistics
Program are sponsoring a
new
bilingual
teacher
training program which
begins next semester.
The program will train
bilingual people to teach,

minority peoples of the
Chicano
and
Mexican
cultures at the elementary
school level.
It emphasizes the training
of teachers to help each child
develop his intellectual
the
through
potential
development of linguistic
and cognitive skills in both

Tardy bids postpone
Home Ec’s moving
The Home Economics
Department will not be
moving into the Old Science
Building at the end of this
semester because of a delay
in getting the remodeling
bids back.
This will be the second
delay the department has
had since the decisions for
the move were first made.
It was decided a year and a
Home
half
ago that
Department
Economics
would be housed in the Old
Science Building while its old
building
was
being
remodeled.
According to Dr. Elveda
Smith. chairman of the
Home Economics Department, because awarding
contracts for the removation
of the Home Economics
Building will not be completed until mid-May and
construction is scheduled to
start June 1, the administration has postponed
the move until after the
spring semester.
Smith said the depart -

If
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ment is scheduled to move
has now been set for June 1.
Before the plans to move
were changed. the Home
Economics Department had
prepared to change its
operation for a short time to
adjust to the projected space
accommodations in the Old
Science Building.
Fewer labs were to be held
and the teaching methods of
the department were to be
altered. A different schedule
of operation for classes had
also been planned for the Old
Science Building.
According to Smith, the
department will now go back
to the normal scheduling for
Economic
the
Home
Building.
The changes that have to
be made in scheduling of
studen classes will be made
at the time of registration.
Smith said.

English and Spanish.
Teachers who complete
this program will also attempt to help each child
understand his own cultural
habits and traits in order to
get along with fellow
classmates of different
cultural backgrounds.
Acceptance
into
the
program requires that each
candidate have a valid
teaching credential
the
equivalent
of
a
Bachelor’s degree and meet
all
SJSU
admission
requirements.
Candidates must also show
competency
in
basic
reading, writing and oral
language in Spanish and
English.
The standard for selection
is based on the candidate’s
competency an
potential
for success ir, bilingual
educational settings.
MAGS chairman Hector
Cordova said the classes will
be limited to a maximum of
15 students each semester.
Participants who finish the
program receive a Bilingual.
Cross -Cultural Specialist
Credential and an M.A.
degree
in
Mexican American graduate studies
with an emphasis in
bilingual bicultural education.
Deadlilne for applications
is Jan. 6, 1975. Further information can be obtained by
calling 277-2674 or 277-2242, a
spokesman said.

........... ***** .,.....
1 Four on the floor!!!/*
*

You are invited to see
our 1975 model race
horse--sleekly styled,
well-groomed, fast
out of the gate with
remarkable options-thrills and excitement
*WO 44-10X0-1148184.4-48
at no extra cost.
X
t No smog problem; its
1974 -DAY
emissions are organic
MEADOWS
P.O. Box 5050
and biodegradable.)
San Mateo, Cell
We supply riders at no
extra cost and our
i Discount -SJSU
student discount
I fnis card will admit one
coupon allows you
)(student upon payment of
San Mateo city tax-25V to see these wonders
Service charga-750totai
at BAY MEADOWS
61.00
in San Mateo for only
Current Student 1.0. woi
Si. Demonstrations
Pe requested for admittance. Good one day only.
nine times daily,
4Not valid for automoboa
ITuesday through
Saturday, starting at
Ilirp’arlkilinn7rla Jockey Club
lp.m.
Oct. 8- Doc. 23.
rrirerinfeir * trerikirer.
*************** 4

more people at the Faire in
the last two days.
"I think it’s a good idea for
safety. I’m for it. I think
people should walk more,"
she added.
Pedestrian safety is the
main reason the street has
been closed according to Jim
Noah, university relations
director.
That i street ) has to be
one of the most dangerous
places in town at certain
times of the day," Noah said.
"It just makes sense to close
it," he added.
Rich Hepting, a former
SJSU psychology student
selling wind chimes, noted
that the artists were still
being allowed to drive in to
load and unload.
"I don’t see how there’s
any way to tell," if the
Faire’s business had been
hurt by the closing, he said.
Victoria Callaghan. an
artist from Etna, Calif.
selling jewelry, also said she
had not had any difficulty
unloading.
The jewlery seller said
she. "did much better
Tuesday and Wednesday."
She said business had
slacked off and she had
noticed less people in the
Union Friday.
"People who don’t go here
are having trouble, because
they don’t know where to
park," she said.
Penny Doran, a decorative
candle seller from Fairfax.
Calif. said, "We’re doing
better today than we have
done."
"One of the cops hassled
this morning. Just about
loading. He was nice about

it, he was no pid."
Doran said the officer asked her to park in
the lot when she finished
unloading.
Continued from page 1
-Seems like it’s nicer not "I’ve been trying to see the
to have it congested out police chief but they keep
there, I mean, with all the telling me he’s not there."
foot traffic and all."
Sheryl Siminof, a jourUniversity police are nalism sophomore who
supposed to allow the Faire resides in Markham Hall,
sellers to load and unload on thought closing Ninth Street
Ninth Street in front of the was "great" because "It’s
Student Union according to going to be a lot quieter."
I.arry James. university
"I think the university is
police administrative of- short-sighted in planning the
ficer.
closing because of the
"We have always allowed parking problem,"
said
anyone to unload anyplace Dyane Hendricks, jouron campus with the proper nalism senior and West Hall
permission," he said.
resident.
After the sellers unload,
Randy Bacon, freshman
the police should ask them to physical education major
move, James said.
and Allen Hall resident said
"We just can’t let them
a block party was in the
keep their vehicles there. planning "since the street is
Otherwise the university ours now."
could become a parking lot,"
The portable barriers were
he explained.
placed along Ninth Street
Another artist, Doreen
Thursday at three inLewis, a natural sciences
tersectionsSan Fernando,
junior, said she didn’t think
San Carlos and San Salvador
the closing had affected streets. San Carlos Street is
business, but didn’t like the
open to traffic.
closing for other reasons.
The street closing is part of
"I don’t want Ninth Street
a university plan to tie all
to be closed. It makes it too
sections of the campus
hard to get to San Fernando
together and create a safer
Street. From Third to 11th
atmosphere for students.
streets, you can’t get
across."
Another artist, Carol
Spa rtagu ide
Trelford, pointed out that it
didn’t make any difference
TUESDAY
whether the street was open
SJSU Sailing Team will mee
hr closed.
at 7:30 p.m. in the S.0
Pacifica Room. The team
You can’t park there
anyway because all the will discuss team racing and
parking spaces are usually the Ford Trophy Regatta.
taken, the fine arts junior
said.

parking out

The exchange took place
after Sirica upheld a
prosecution objection to the
introduction of an affidavit
from Egil Krogh Jr. relating
to the activities of the
Plumbers unit and particularly the break-in at the
office of Daniel Ellsberg’s
psychiatrist.
F’rates had argued that the
affidavit was essential to
counter a
prosecution
contention that an Ehrlichman motive for participating
in the cover-upwas to prevent
disclosure of the Plumbers’
activities.

.
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What
are you doing
this
Spring?
De It the Greek way.
The sororities of San Jose State University invite
you to take a closer look. Spring rush will be
February 1-6. Information on Sororities and Sorority rush will be available December 11 and 12
at the booth in front of the Student Union. Come
talk to the girls in person. Information is also
available at the Student Activities Office on the
S.J.S.U. campus. Hope to see you there.
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DON’T LET FINALS GET YOU DOWN!
USE THE

VETERAN TUTORIAL SERVICES
FOR MORE INFORMATION

OFFICE OF VETERAN’S AFFAIRS
duilding R, Room 3
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WASHINGTON AP )
The federal government Is
financing abortions for up to 278,000 poor women each year at
a cost of $50 million, says an official of the Department of
Health. Education and Welfare.

VETERANS!
4/-efr

Cover-up lawyer
says trial unfair
WASHINGTON ( AP i-Ehrlichman’s
John D.
lawyer protested yesterday
that his client is being denied
a fair trial by rulings
prohibiting him from introducing at the Watergate
cover-up trial evidence
relating to the White House
Plumbers.
"I say that Mr. Ehrlichman is not getting a fair trial
if that is the situation." said
William S. Frates, Ehrlichman’s attorney.
"I don’t agree with you,"
responded U.S. District
Judge John J Sirica.

Feds finance 278,0001
abortions each year
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Off-campus living not quite
what you expected?
WE OFFER CONVENIENCE- We prepare your meals We wash your dishes
Avoid commute parking hassles.

We do the housing cleaning (except your room)

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN- Time to participate in cultural and social activities ’Time to study Time to meet new friends
Time to play a pick up game of basketball *Time to do anything you want except cook meals, wash dishes, and clean house.

For your convenience, sign a residence hall contract.
SAN JOSE STATE HOUSING OFFICE
Telephone (408) 277-2126
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